Reasonable Expectations for your players during the Stay at Home Period
It’s your chance to get involved!

1 Person designated to take notes and present
Fulfilling the role of Leading the Player
from the Profile of a Grassroots Coach

• In what ways have you connected with your players?
  • Zoom Calls
  • Emails
  • Come together as a team to do something for the frontline workers

• What ideas can you share that have worked?
  Team up app- Challenges
  Email YouTube videos for skills
  Zoom sessions – skills, watching game film and analyzing sessions
One idea worth sharing?
Great Expectations

- **What can they expect from you?**
  - Connections – through zoom calls
  - That we will stay connected with them, there for them
  - Helping to keep a sense of normalcy. (Hold calls etc on nights you would have practiced)
  - Use this time to set individual goals for the players and talk about ways to attain them.
  - Emotional Support

- **What can you expect from them?**
  - To participate as much as possible
  - To think of others who are on the front lines.
A measure of Success?

• What tools are you using to collect data?
  • Apps – Toptekkers Teamup App
  • Skills challenges
  • Zoom app to discuss game footage to connect back to our teams

• What data are you collecting?
  • Videos of the player completing the challenges
The value of a measuring tool?
Thank You!
Comments
Criticisms
Witticisms
Feedback?